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• Wrote less than Donne, Jonson, or Herbert. But 
regarded as great or even greater. 

• His poems were published posthumously in 1681 
by his housekeeper who claimed to be his widow 

• Studied at Cambridge, ran off to London and 
converted to Catholicism 

• His father summoned him back. Returned to 
Anglican faith and took his degree. 

• Traveled in the continent during the Civil War years



• Politically, Marvell was a royalist prior to the Civil War. And as the 
Civil War years drew towards its close, his favor and loyalty seemed 
to lean towards Oliver Cromwell and republicanism. Marvell began 
his political career as a member of parliament during the 
Commonwealth. 

• Marvell also served as a Latin Secretary to Cromwell, the post which 
formerly belonged to John Milton who became blind. 

• After the Restoration, Marvell retained some of his puritan-republican 
belief but seemed to have his own independent vision regarding 
state and religion. 

• Through personal connections, Marvell avoided the punishment for 
being involved with republicanism during the Commonwealth period. 

• He also exerted his influence in order to save Milton, by now aging 
and completely blind, from the gallows.



• Is Marvell a royalist (cavalier) or a puritan? 

• He adopted the cavalier styles in his use of rich 
imagery. His best poems achieved the 
lightheartedness, playfulness, and wit while 
maintaining perfectly careful and precise diction—all 
quintessential cavalier qualities. 

• However, the argument in his poems are the product 
of profound reflection or meditation. There is a strain 
of dark and serious thought running throughout his 
poetry. This seriousness qualifies him as a puritan. 

• Summation of the 17th century in terms of styles, 
techniques, sentiments and thoughts



The Definition of Love
• Metaphysical (Donne’s) influence 

• oblique lines vs. parallel lines (geometry) 

• flat vs. spherical earth (topography) 

• octosyllabic (8-syllable) lines with alternate rhyme 
(abab cdcd…) - restrained tone (Jonson’s influence) 

• human love, cosmic significance



Ideal love

Iron wedges of Fate Parallel lines

Paradox of unrequited love: only lovelorn lover can appreciate the 
divine truth of love

But ours so truly parallel, 
Though infinite, can never meet.



Unless the giddy heaven fall, 
And earth some new convulsion tear; 
And, us to join, the world should all 
Be cramp’d into a planisphere.
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Lover’s separation is necessary for the world’s revolution: 
Their impossible love must remain as an unattainable ideal (as 

an example of pure, spiritual love) for other lovers

Love’s whole world on us doth wheel



Is the conjunction of the mind, 
And opposition of the stars.

Paradoxical: physical separation entails spiritual union (the 
more impossible their love is, the more pure it becomes)



To His Coy Mistress
• Donne’s influence 

• dramatic situation (lover talking to his mistress, wooing her) 

• one world image (East & West), “one ball” (l. 42) 

• shocking, gruesome images 

• Jonson’s influence 

• octosyllabic couplet (aa bb cc …) 

• development of argument 

• woo-song, carpe diem theme (but not employing typical or 
traditional carpe diem motifs like in Robert Herrick’s 
“Corinna’s Going A-Maying” and “To the Virgins, To Make 
Much of Time”)



• Argumentative structure 

• ‘Had we…’ (If…) - Argument (ll. 1-20) —> 

• ‘But…’ - Counter-argument (ll. 21-32) —> 

• ‘Now therefore…’ - Resolution (ll. 33-46)



• Argument (first stanza, line 1-20) 

• Love’s and human’s desire to triumph over time and space—impossible 

• slow, meditative pace - long vowels (‘world,’ ‘time,’ ‘coy,’ ‘crime,’ ‘our long love’s day,’ etc.)
—sound echoing sense (there’s no need to hurry or to rush their love if they have unlimited 
time) 

• ‘Ganges,’ ‘Humber’ - East & West - love which traverses all places 

• Biblical allusions to the Flood in the Old Testament and the conversion of the Jews on the 
Judgment Day - love which would outlast all events in human history 

• ‘vegetable love’ metaphor - the speaker’s love ~ plant, possessing no consciousness, but 
is capable of growth and reproduction, and would eventually become vaster and can last 
longer than any empires 

• backhanded (ambiguous or double-edged; insincere) compliments to the mistress 

• dividing the mistress into bodily parts; loving her as parts, not whole; treating her as an 
object 

• ‘And the last age should show your heart’ - considering women first and foremost as sex 
object, and only finally as spiritual companion 

• ‘For, lady, you deserve this state, / Nor would I love at lower rate.’ - irony: his ‘rate’ or his love 
for her is low enough and couldn’t be any lower, he doesn’t respect her honor or treating her 
as deserving any dignity (‘state’)



• Counter-argument (second stanza, l. 21-32)

• sudden shock and realization of their own mortality

• “Deserts of vast eternity” - vision of death, dissolution, 
and putrefaction (as if this poem is no longer a woo song, 
but seems to provoke our existential crisis and ask us the 
question what it means to be human and be alive at all, 
since there’s nothing waiting for us after death; maybe 
there’s no purpose in love or in our life after all…)

• macabre, grotesque (tomb & womb images)

• short vowels (‘Time’s wingéd chariot,’ etc.)

• upbeat, accelerating tempo to speed up the lovers to their 
sexual consummation



• ‘marble vault’ ~ her ‘quaint honor’ 

• at once dignified and grotesque 

• her chastity or virginity is valuable but 
pretentious (quaint or old-fashioned) 

• ‘private place’ puns with ‘private part’ - tomb & 
womb



• Resolution (third stanza, l. 33-6) 

• rapid speed through short syllables (‘let us sport us,’ ‘rough strife,’ etc.) 

• urging and the mistress to outrun Time 

• sudden, violent actions (‘devour,’ ‘roll,’ ‘’tear’) 

• Passion and heat of perspiring youth will one day extinguish. The lovers can 
choose between: 

• Letting Time slowly devouring the lovers (“languish in his slow-
chapped power”) 

• OR 

• The lovers can violently devour their time (“like amorous birds of 
prey”) 

• Conclusion: since lovers cannot stop the time, they will make time run even faster 
by enjoying themselves


